
UPDATED research pieces 

• Which jockeys are doing well/improving/a look at Henry Brooke 

• Handicap Hurdle Starting Point System 

• Cheltenham Article/micro angles 

• Reflections on my daily tipping 

• Using HorseRaceBase ratings in handicap hurdles/chases 

 

Which jockeys are doing the business/improving?  

 

 

I’ve copied this image from someone I follow on twitter, who’s an avid user of Timeform I think. (too 

expensive for me!) I believe it shows the ‘running to form’ % , which in this case is those that are 

running to their timeform rating, or indeed beyond it I assume. The figures on the far right are for 

2018/19, vs the average since 15/16. Green is good, (rider is improving), red not so much! 

In summary… Wayne Hutchinson is doing very well, the hype around Harry Cobden is clearly 

merited, Ruby is just Ruby – ultra consistent still, Mark Walsh is better than Barry Geraghty (who still 

seems to be consistent, but the former appears to be getting better) and Henry Brooke… well he just 

appears to be improving year on year since 2016/17. Nico de Boinville hasn’t done too badly either.  

 

Henry Brooke 

In this report I want to just focus on Henry Brooke for now. I’ve noted him riding a few winners of 

late and in fact in 2019 he’s 5/25,10p, +8 BFSP.  

What could be behind his recent transformation/improvement? Maybe an idea from a recent 

newspaper article… 



 

 

He’s much stronger than he was and determined to ride what he can. He is undoubtedly an upgrade 

when sat on many horses, compared to who may have been on them previously, especially ‘up 

north’.  (his booking could often be significant as an indication as to the horse’s chance today)  

As I write he’s just made all to win the last race at Sedgefield. That’s now 6/21 in the last 14 days I 

believe. He’s certainly in form.  

Some stats… 

Well I’m just going to look from the start of 2018. Yes it’s arguably small samples but the hope is to 

find the odd angle in it’s infancy, knowing that as per the timeform table above, he appears to be 

getting better as a jockey.  

 

Micro Angle 

• Henry Brooke  

• All CHASES / NHF  

• Class 4 or 5  

• 25/1 or shorter SP (guide, 0/20,1p over this)  

 

101 bets / 24 wins / 41 places / 24% sr / +91 SP / +135 BFSP / AE 1.57 / Chi 5.91  

• Those sent off 7/1 or shorter: 18/50,28p , +34 SP  

• Riding in the North East or Yorkshire: 16/47, 21p, +76 SP, +109 BFSP  

• In class 1 he is 3/10,3p, +14.48 BFSP  

• Those running in SAME CLASS as LTO: 16/53, 22p, 30% sr, +142 BFSP  

• Those with 0-1 RUN in National Hunt Race Type : 15/42,18p, 36% sr , +91 BFSP 

• Those with 0-1 WIN in National Hunt Race Type: 23/84,37p, 27% sr, +146 BFSP   



From those stats above, when Brooke DID NOT ride the horse LTO 

50 bets / 15 wins / 25p / 30% sr / +77 SP / +109 BFSP / AE 2.21/ Chi 11.49  

 

Within those initial micro angle ‘rules’ above, in Handicap Hurdles he’s only 4/76, 20p.. -27 SP. After 

his winner at Sedgefield on the 21/01/19 he’s now 2/5,2p in 2019, so is something to watch. It would 

make logical sense I think why he may be better generally over fences, or with younger unexposed 

horses in NHF races- it could be argued they’re a greater test of skill/pace judgement/ jumping 

rhythm than handicap hurdles, where in general he may have been getting on some mediocre 

animals that even AP wouldn’t get home in-front.  

* 

That’s all for this ‘report’, I hope you’ve found it useful. I’ll take a close look at Wayne Hutchinson at 

some point to see if I can unearth any angles.  

Josh  

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How to profit from 'Kalaharry' moving forwards?  

 

Firstly well done to Gallou for plundering this winner at Newcastle, at rewarding morning odds of 14s 

+  , smashed in late to be sent off 11/2. Looking back he is the sort we should all be working hard to 

find, and I thought i'd dive into HorseRaceBase to help give myself a better chance moving forward. I 

tipped him to win two starts back (no, really) at 10s where he tanked through the race, the front two 

pulling clear and showing a determined attitude in the finish. He'd had some issues and that was only 

his 6th handicap hurdle run, on the back of a long lay off the run before where he went well enough 

over a trip too short. He'd already shown a winning attitude on his last run before his lay off. So, 

what happened last time? Well, he wasn't out of form. He raced in a class 3 there off 106. The top 

rated was 131, the horse just above him was 114. (top rated was 111 at Newcastle) He was simply 

outclassed and probably ran to his level. That run was also after 18 days off, which may have been 

short enough given the effort at Hexham. He was bang there until 3 from home. At Newcastle he 

dropped back in class, with the top rated only 111. Quite the difference in opposition. He had 30 days 

off, got his ground and got a big field to be buried in (he is a strong travelling sort, which is generally 

a positive but will always need to settle, and the bigger the field the better) Anyway, he cruised 

through this, and put it to bed easily enough in the closing stages.  

 

So, what can I/we take away...  

I wanted to find some 'starting points' with that profile - handicap hurdle / won two starts back / 

dropping down 1 class... 

 

Handicap Hurdle Starting Point System 

Starter set of rules 

• Today's race Class 2-4  

• Handicap Hurdle (inc novice hncps)  

• Won two starts back  (LTO finishing position irrelevant) 

• Drop 1 class from Last Time Out  

• 16/1 or shorter SP (0/89,6p above this)  

• 2014 -  

 

570 bets / 104 winners / 222 places (inc wins ) / 18% win SR / +102 SP / +201 BFSP / AE 1.05 / Chi 

0.35 

 

Now, they are a starting point, not to be backed blind.   

From there we could get thinking, and for example determine just how well they won two starts 

back (also how far clear were front 2/3 of rest) , has the form been franked, are they still unexposed, 

well handicapped, is there a valid excuse for LTO (if they didn't win) >>> race was too hot / 

outclassed / race came too soon/ needed the run / wrong ground / trip / track/  race not run to suit 

etc  



It averages 111 'qualifiers' a calendar year, 20 winners.  

I should say Class 5 runs at -35 SP and they may be worth discounting, and given they're generally 

more mediocre animals, it may make sense, but it does highlight winners at that level... 

 

Let's get digging... so, within that starter set above... 

 

• 1-4 handicap hurdle wins: 76/403,120p, +205 BFSP  

• 3-6 career wins: 63/277,118p, 23% sr , +246 BFSP  

• Clear top, clear 2nd or clear 3rd in weights: 53/244,100p, 22% sr , +117 BFSP  

• Micro? 10-12 career RUNS: 27/86,41p, + 83 SP, +114 BFSP  

• Micro? 10-24 career RUNS: 62/261, 108p, 24% sr , +160 SP, +225 BFSP  

• within this angle:  

• Top 4 LTO: 32/105, 49p, 30% sr, +115 SP, +158 BFSP  

• 3 to 6 year olds: 35/123, 55p, 28% sr , +109 SP, +150 BFSP  

• Grade 1 or Grade 2 was highest class had RUN at in career: 10/37, 16p, +41  

• 9-16 runners in race (maybe ensuring evenly run, or more likely) : 29/137,52p, +154 BFSP 

* 

 

Hopefully those of you who like such stats chat take something from the above. I've saved the main 

system and will see if I can flag them. I intend to use the above to help with my own punting on here 

and we will see how that goes. I may try and apply similar thinking to chasers and see how they do. 

 

Josh 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A look ahead to Cheltenham 

I’ve had an iffy enough time on the tipping front in truth but there’s nothing like the looming 

‘Festival Season’ to get the blood pumping. If you can’t get excited about what is on the horizon, I’m 

not sure jumps racing is for you. Now I’m not one to have a long mental lead in period to the 

Cheltenham Festival. I only get serious a week or so before, with all the stats/trends prep long 

completed by then. I like the Festival as it’s the ultimate punting test, especially when like me you 

tend to focus on the handicaps.  

When going through a rut it can help to think back to former glories. The 2018 Cheltenham Festival 

and the six weeks that followed were my best punting period to date in this game. Part of that was 

linked to the frost days leading up to the meeting, resulting in some mental down time. I’ll be trying 

to take it easy again leading up to Festival week, as it doesn’t get more intense really. And it’s non 

stop even after the last day with Aintree, Ayr and Punchestown coming thick and fast.  

Last year wasn’t too bad, from my 12 target races… 5 winners, +68 points… 

Vintage Clouds 3rd / Shantou Flyer 2nd / Knight of Noir UP/ Ms Parfois 2nd / Duel At Dawn UP 

/Testify UP/ Mr Whitaker WON 9/1/ Bleu Berry WON 28/1 /Barra 3rd/ Fix Le Kap / Turning Gold 5th/ 

Mastermind UP / Lovenormoney UP/  Sykes UP / Last Goodbye UP / Willie Boy Fell / Sugar Baron UP/ 

Final Nudge UP/ Missed Approach WON 12/1 / Flying Tiger UP /Whisky Sour 3rd /Brelade UP 

/Smaoineamh Alainn UP /Discorama 2nd  /Blow By Blow WON 12/1 /Dresden Fell /Some Plan Fell 

/Dolos UP /Kilbrichen Storm WON 50/1  / Mulcahys Hill UP 

I’m still regretting the ½ point on Kilbrichen Storm! Anyway, you can only look back for so long and 

reminisce, but I could do with matching that week again, which will be tough.  

I’ve yet to have a losing Cheltenham Festival since I started blogging in late 2013 and part of that 

success I think is down to my unique trends/stats, some of which focus on trainer behaviour and 

other pointers.  

There are also some general profile pointers to look out for, especially in handicap hurdles. Many of 

the winners have big field form, even if winning an 18 runner maiden hurdle or something. Plenty of 

them have spent the season running in Graded small field novice races, often lacking pace. A decent 

run in a Grade 1, 2 or 3 is some indication that they have class. These horses often rock up to a big 

field Festival handicap with plenty of pace to settle off, which they haven’t had for a while, and that 

can bring about all sorts of improvement. Many will be running on better ground for the first time 

this season. There’s some caution this year as clearly, it’s been an odd season, with the lack of very 

soft/heavy races being run. When you add in a focus on those that are unexposed, may have some 

sort of ‘festival’ form already, and have powerful connections who may have done well in the race 

before (Mullins + Elliot, Gigginstown, Nicholls + Skelton for example), you have a potent profile in 

which to home in on. You do need 10+lb in hand to win a Festival handicap and often if you’ve 

shown your hand fully, you’re in trouble.  

In this article I thought I’d have a closer look at Mullins and Elliot and a look at the ‘last time out 

tracks’ which point to a good run at The Festival.  

 

 

 



First, I thought I’d touch on Festival Trials Day from Cheltenham, run on Sat 26th January.  

Whether or not this meeting will be a guide to The Festival, only time will tell, but historically it’s 
thrown up a few winners. In the last decade 21 horses that ran on trials day have gone to win again 
next time out at the big one in March. Of note, for the Festival… 

 

3 of those 21 Festival winners were winning the Close Brother’s Novices Handicap Chase, including 
last year’s winner Mr Whitaker.  
 
Kildisart may be popular if turning up in the Festival equivalent. Highway One O One looks like he ran 
up to his mark, but that bold jumping, front running style should win him plenty of handicaps, 
especially if returning to somewhere like Kempton. Not many will live with him from the front at the 
right level.  
 
Spirit of The Games could be the one to take out of this. It was a decent run off top weight, after a 
57 day break and more importantly without the cheekpieces, which he hasn’t work for a few runs 
now. He ran a cracker in last year’s Betfair Hurdle and then at the Festival, beaten 5.5L in the 
County. 2m4f appears to be his trip and I would think a big run is in the offing if turning up in the 
Close Brother’s at Cheltenham. Or maybe they will run him in The Grand Annual, which given the 
pace they go may suit. I’d be surprised if he ran over further yet but he is a point winner and maybe 
in time 3m will be his trip. He looks sure to go well over 2m-2m4f at the Festival, wherever he rocks 
up, or at Aintree or Ayr. He must have a decent handicap chase in him.  
 
Do also note… 
 
that…Paul Nicholls and Nicky Henderson… the two UK master jumps trainers have had 22 runners at 
the Festival (sent off 16/1 or shorter) that ran on Trials Day last time out, with 7 going on to 
win..  So, keep an eye on … Adjali / Dogon / Janika / Brelan D’As / Frodon / Valtor / Terrefort / 
Birchdale… are any of these Festival winners in waiting? 
 

Looking back, I do wonder if Brelan D’As is being aimed at The Grand Annual which Nicholls’ has 

liked to target in recent years. I thought he’d stay this trip on the 26th but I’m not sure he did. A 

strongly run 2m up that hill may be ideal for this strong travelling sort. He would need to jump better 

I think but could sneak in near the bottom of the weights.  

Frodon…well speaking as someone who is lucky to own shares in a couple of racehorses (Blessed To 

Empress and Really Super with White Diamond Racing/Amy Murphy) I can tell you that if he was 

mine I’d be tilting at windmills and going for The Gold Cup. He probably won’t see it out, but when 

you have a horse fit and in form, you must go for the best race you can. A year is a long time in this 

game and they could always aim him at the Ryanair next year, he’d only be 8.  

Terrefort looks sure to run a big race this spring, wherever he turns up and we shall see if any of the 

others run. Janika looked like he may have been outbattled to my eyes (or it was inexperience) but 

he’s clearly got a nice race or two in him.  

* 

 

 

 



 

To the Festival Maestros, Willie Mullins and Gordon Elliot  

Willie Mullins 

The table below looks at all of Willie Mullins’ Festival winners from the previous 10 meetings, and 

the tracks those winners ran at on their last start. You can see that Leopardstown and Punchestown 

stand out somewhat. Whereas Gowran Park hasn’t been a very good prep track in recent years.  

Track LTO Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% P/L(BF) 

Leopardstown 149 22 14.77 17.64 50 33.56 41.73 

Punchestown 56 10 17.86 -20.64 16 28.57 -16.97 

Fairyhouse 35 3 8.57 -14.7 11 31.43 -10.16 

Navan 28 2 7.14 -17.5 5 17.86 -16.61 

Limerick 4 2 50 15.5 2 50 15.8 

Sandown 2 2 100 28 2 100 29.69 

Kempton 3 2 66.67 0.8 2 66.67 1.01 

Clonmel 14 1 7.14 -1 4 28.57 0.59 

Cheltenham 12 1 8.33 -9.25 5 41.67 -9.31 

Naas 24 1 4.17 -18.5 6 25 -13.41 

Thurles 12 1 8.33 14 2 16.67 18.39 

Ascot 4 1 25 -2.33 3 75 -2.15 

Warwick 5 1 20 2 2 40 3.03 

Tramore 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 

Killarney 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 

Curragh 2 0 0 -2 0 0 -2 

Huntingdon 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 

Doncaster 4 0 0 -4 3 75 -4 

Dundalk 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 

Newbury 7 0 0 -7 2 28.57 -7 

Down Royal 2 0 0 -2 0 0 -2 

Downpatrick 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 

Cork 3 0 0 -3 0 0 -3 

Gowran Park 31 0 0 -31 4 12.9 -31 

 

Punchestown  

Odds 

Those sent off 7/2 or shorter at Cheltenham, having run at Punchestown LTO… 

15 bets / 9 wins / 12p / 60% sr / +7 SP / +9 BFSP  

This appears to be a decent ‘way in’ for the fancied runners albeit it should be noted that the great 

Quevega is responsible for 6 of those winners!  

His handicappers that ran here LTO are 0/17, 2 places.  

Leopardstown  

Odds 

All winners have been 25/1 or shorter SP 

134 bets / 22 wins / 50 places / 16% sr / +32 SP / +56 BFSP  

At the last two meetings he’s been: 8/38, 15p, +71 BFSP  

This could well be a change in prep direction, and we shall see if it repeats this year!  

 



 

Handicap Hurdlers 

Of most interest to this handicap punter is that his handicap hurdlers at Cheltenham, having run at 

Leopardstown LTO are: 23 bets / 5 wins / 9 places / 22% sr / +78 BFSP  

All winners have been 20/1 or shorter, 0/7,0p 33/1+.  

ALL of these winners had RUN at Grade 2 or Grade 1 level before, in fact those that had run at G1 

level are 4/11,6p, +77 BFSP  

All had 3 or 4 career wins already: 5/15,7p, +86 BFSP  

Those with a graded win to their name already: 4/9,5p, +83 BFSP  

All 5 winners ran in a graded race LTO: 5/16,7p, +86 BFSP. (0/7,2p those that did not)  

More generally….  

A micro… 

• Willie Mullins 

• Cheltenham Festival 

• Handicap Hurdle  

• Had run in a G1 in career 

• 3-6 career wins  

• 25/1 or shorter SP 

19 bets / 5 wins / 8p / 26% sr / +78 SP / +97 BFSP  

(4/14,5p the last 4 Festivals)  

 

Interestingly, that profile points to a few more winners trained in Ireland… 

• G Elliot: 2/12,4p, +21 BFSP 

• P Kelly: 1/1, +13 

• Jessie Harrington: 1/3,2p, +16  

• T Mullins: 1/2,1p, +27  

Paul Nicholls and Nicky Henderson, with the same profile: 0/29, 2p.  

 

That means, that those 5 Irish trainers combined, with that micro profile above in handicap hurdles… 

37 bets / 10 wins / 16p / 27% sr / +139 SP / +173 BFSP / AE 3.6  

(7/22,8p the last four festivals)  

All winners actually had 3-5 career wins, but 6 wins are 0/5,3 places.  

All English trained horses with that same profile: 1/111, 10p, -90 (the winner trained by M Jefferson)  

 



* 

Gordon Elliot  

The LTO tracks that have produced all of Elliot’s Festival winners in the last decade…. 

Track LTO Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) 

Leopardstown 42 7 16.67 23.73 21 50 56.5 39.2 28.83 

Punchestown 11 3 27.27 13.5 5 45.45 122.73 18.93 6.87 

Thurles 7 3 42.86 21.25 4 57.14 303.57 26.43 4.04 

Fairyhouse 16 2 12.5 9 6 37.5 56.25 11.28 4.02 

Cheltenham 5 2 40 8 3 60 160 10.51 9.87 

Naas 9 2 22.22 22.5 3 33.33 250 36.37 7.52 

Navan 11 1 9.09 23 1 9.09 209.09 36.55 -3.61 

Gowran Park 10 1 10 -1 3 30 -10 0.71 -1.12 

Wexford 1 1 100 16 1 100 1600 25 5.98 

 

All runners that ran at Punchestown and Thurles look like they can be backed blind.  

Elliot is a ridiculous 17/69,30p with all runners here at the last 3 Festivals, that ran at those tracks 

above LTO. +165 BFSP.  

Handicaps  

In the handicaps he’s 9/58, 24p, +113 BFSP 

• Punchestown/Thurles: 4/9, 5p, +47 BFSP  

• Those aged 7 or 8: 4/16,9p, +29 BFSP 

• Those making handicap debut in that code (so handicap chase debut): 6/26,10p, +115 BFSP  

• 1 career win in NH race type: 6/19,10p, +101 BFSP  

• ALL 9 winners had yet to win in handicap national hunt race type (so running in handicap 

hurdle but yet to win a handicap hurdle) : 9/41,19p, +131 BFSP (0/17,5p had)  

• Those that had yet to win above C4 or C5 (Irish Equiv): 6/21,12p, +112 BFSP  

 

* 

That’s all for this month’s article.  

I hope you have found some of that content useful. I’d be mildly surprised if it doesn’t point to a few 

nice winners, but such has been the dry winter (which is unusual) who knows if that will have an 

impact on those typical ‘profiles’ above.  

Happy Punting,  

Josh  

 

* 

 

 

 



Reflections on my daily tipping, specifically the 'best of'  

Where to begin... I think i've been lacking focus and a long term strategy for daily tipping, maybe 

summed up by my efforts on Tuesday, going with x3 horses with a combined age of 30+ ! Moron. 

Older exposed horses are NOT the place to focus for long term success in this game. I know that, but 

it still didn't stop me. The Leicester chase was won by a horse having his second chase start, up in 

trip, jockey change (main man for yard back on, and also when his dad had a runner in same race, 

significant), shown some ok placed efforts over hurdles, yard in red hot form. I'll return to plenty of 

those pointers...they are common traits to look for! I got him wrong.  

Focusing on my 'best of the stats quals', which was an attempt to focus my daily tipping mind 

outside of big races. (they are a topic for another day, but at least Saturday's big race double lifted 

the mood on that front) ... they are on +11.8 points as I type. On the 10th December they were on 

+10. So, I haven't really moved very far since then. From 12th Dec to 20th Dec i had a run, getting up 

to +35. On the 29th Dec they hit their high, +40.8. Since then i've had 29 losers in a row. Glorious. 

Clearly when that happens some reflection and home truths are required, especially for an approach 

that I hoped would have a higher win SR and shorter losing runs. Albeit even with a 20% win SR you 

will hit losing runs of 31 on average, every now and then. That's the maths.But still, awful.  

So, i've spent some of the afternoon going through 25 of the 29 winners. I missed 4 of them but 

couldn't be bothered trawling back through again.  

I wanted to see if there were any common traits, to help refocus my mind, and to maybe develop a 

strategy towards the type of horse/profile etc that I should be focusing on.  

Odds 

5/2 - 11/2 when tipped = 19/25 winners 

6/1-10/1 = 6 winners.  

All winners were 10/1 or shorter when posted. There could be some significance there especially 

over jumps at a time when field sizes haven't been the biggest and finding those 12/1+ 

lurkers,  outside of the big races, has seemingly been tough. Now clearly this isn't an exact science as 

i've only focused on the winners, just to try and find some common patterns. The majority of those 

have been sent off much shorter, with the odd drifter winning.  

The Profile 

23/25 could be classed as UNEXPOSED!!! (i'll go to bed thinking about that word!) in said code, 

(chase/hurdles) and more generally. They were generally lightly raced, open to progress.  

Winning Form 

21/25 had a previous win under rules to their name, whether UK/Ireland or in France. There's clearly 

a lot to be said for a horse that's proven they can win, especially near the head of the market. With 

'non winners' I think it's a case of wanting bigger odds generally, but maybe within the ranges 

above.  

* 

Other common traits/profile pointers... in no particular order (and each of these areas could be 

discussed in great depth...)  



-Trainer was 'in form' (usually denoted by the geegez 14 or 30, but in general that trainer's horses 

had been going well, recent winners etc)  

-A strong stats element, usually related to trainer (track/that race type- at track etc) / trainer-jockey 

/ trainer's MO / outside of my 'way in',which of course was them being a stats qualifier in section 1 

or 3, which meant there was some stats foundation anyway.  

-horse had previous course form - a few ticked that box, not essential, but a big positive  

-HOT FORM!! I think one of the most obvious areas to focus on. This is linked to asking whether the 

horse is well handicapped/likely to be ahead of their mark. Have the races they've been running in 

produced subsequent runners/winners, what are they now rated, has the horse been running in 

novice/maiden races surrounded by horses rated much higher, indicating they were just outclassed- 

making even a 20L defeat in a hot Novice race not look too bad...if horse is rated 90 today, but 2L in 

front of it there was a now 125 rated animal. For example. Hot Form. Hot Form. Hot Form.  

-Are they well handicapped/have they conclusively proven they cannot win from this mark/are they 

still lightly raced. I can't keep asking that question enough really, and I need to ask it more, lined to 

the hot form points above. Obvious I know.  

-Chasers - 13 of the winners I think were in chases... and most of those either led/made all/or raced 

prominently.  

-Why should the horse improve today, in the context of all of the above, what are they doing 

differently? I've covered some of those themes before but, those common 'doing something 

different' traits from those 25 winners... 

• CLASS DROP (that happened a few times) and/or quality of race- can be same class but up 

against much lower rated rivals. Or a higher class novice chase into a weak handicap.  

• Jockey Switch (sometimes on for first time) Again, may be some trainer/jockey stats, or they 

ride the course well, a more experienced rider taking over etc.  

• Distance Move- usually up in trip, but occasionally down.  

• Different track (tight vs galloping, speed vs stamina, RH/LH...now to a track the trainers 

targets?)  

• Different Going  

• Headgear switch/1st time (rarely a positive in sense connections feel like they need it, but 

with those types not sure you want a short price)  

  

-Are there valid excuses for recent runs/LTO? Linked to why they may improve today of course... and 

in context that if focusing on unexposed horses in theory they should just get better with 

racing/time/experience/growing-strengthening up... but... were they unfit / running wrong ground/ 

wrong trip / outclassed - being forced to go quicker than their cruising speed, using up too much 

energy too soon, and thus fading... can be linked to wrong trip of course, if a stayer running over 

shorter than ideal. Every horse has a comfortable cruising speed, idea being they get to business end 

without changing out of that gear, before maximum effort. The ability of the jockey to time all of 

that is what separates the riders ability, I think. Has this race been the plan? (linked to trainer track 

record/and or their record in the race)  



-Video Analysis - i'm getting better at watching replays and the more racing you watch, the more you 

see. I don't tip anything now without at least watching their last race. I need to do more of it. A focus 

on how they travelled/head carriage/at what point they faded (if indeed they didn't win LTO) / how 

they jumped / any excuses. Were they keen/strong travelling - thus could do with a bigger 

field/stronger pace (higher class race/more pace generally), or a shorter trip. Was the race run to 

suit etc.  

-Assessment of the oppo - are they weak, how many unexposed ones are in the race (the more there 

are, the more competitive/unknowns/dangers- fewer the better), how many look in form, are not 

proven in conditions etc 

* 

I think that covers everything i've got on my notepad, as I spent a few hours pondering this 

afternoon.  

All the ingredients are there, and they are all in my head- I could do with writing them into a simple 

doc I can just refer to, and having a sort of checklist.  

Clearly you can suffer from information overload- and not every horse is going to tick every box 

above, but many of those aspects I need to focus on... I suppose... UNEXPOSED / HOT FORM- WELL 

HANDICAPPED / CLASS DROP / TRAINER FORM ... would be the main takeaways maybe.  

I'm a HRB user and Geegeez Gold user, which pulls together most of the above and allows me to 

delve into such things at the click of a button. I've still no idea how people use the Racing Post cards 

etc to crack this game! They are better punters than I.  

I'll try and get my head screwed on and up my game. My drive in this game has always been solving 

the puzzle, it's what I enjoy most, and I hate being wrong so often! This game tames lions at times, 

which is why it's so bloody engaging.  

I'll try and create a shorter 'checklist' and put the above into a doc, for those of you who may find 

some of the content above useful.  

As always, your thoughts and constructive (polite) criticism is always welcome.  

Josh   

p.s I do need to do a piece on 'losing runs' at some point also. They're inevitable, and most punters 

fail because they are unprepared for them in my view. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Using HorseRaceBase ratings to strengthen betting decisions/starting points  

 

I’ve had a look at the excellent HRB total ratings, as a guide to punting decisions, within a few 

parameters below. I’ll just repeat what’s on my notepad, for future reference… 

 

Handicap Hurdles (excluding novice handicaps)  

WON LTO and/or Two starts ago 

 

All races 

• Top 2 on HRB total ratings: 42% SR 

• Top 4 on HRB total ratings: 68% SR 

Races with 9+ runners 

• Top 3 on HRB total ratings: 47% SR 

• Top 4 on HRB LAST RUN ratings: 68% SR  

* 

WON LTO 

• Top 2 HRB total ratings: 42% SR  

• Top 2 on HRB LAST RUN ratings: 40% sr  

• CLASS 4 or 5, Top 2 HRB Total ratings: 50% sr  

* 

Handicap Hurdle Starting Point System (previously shared above)  

• Top 2 on HRB total ratings: 46% SR 

• 8+ runners: Top 2 on HRB total ratings: 36% SR 

* 

WON TWO Starts Back  

• Top 2 on HRB total ratings: 37% SR 

• Top 4 on HRB total ratings: 64% SR  

* 

0-3 Career Wins (so generally unexposed hncp hurdles/or just not very good!) 

• Top 2 on HRB total ratings: 37% SR 

• Top 4 on HRB total ratings: 62% SR  

• 9+ Runners 

o Top 2 on HRB total ratings: 32% SR 

o Top 5 on HRB total ratings: 59% SR 



Handicap Chases (exc novice handicaps)  

General Stats, all handicap chases (2014>)  

• WON LTO: 17% SR , 38% place 

o Outside of Class 1: 20% SR 

• Top 4 LTO: 58% SR  

* 

Class 2-5, won at least ONE of last two races:  

• 17% SR overall 

• Top 3 on HRB total ratings: 63% SR 

• Top 2 on HRB LAST Run ratings: 44% SR 

 

C2-5, 1-3 Career Wins, won at least ONE of last two races: 

• 20% win SR overall 

• Top 3 HRB total ratings: 71% SR  

 

C2-5, 0-2 handicap chase wins, won at least ONE of last two races: 

• 20% win SR overall 

• Top 3 on HRB total ratings: 69% SR 

 

 

 

 


